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Abstract

Eventually there may be a broadly acceptable, even perfected, substitute for the human host requirement for
direct feeding experiments by arthropods, most notably mosquitoes. However, for now, direct and indirect
feeding on human volunteers is an important, if not essential, tool in vector biology research (VBR). This article
builds on the foundational publication by Achee et al. (2015) covering considerations for the use of human
participants in VBR pursuits. The authors introduced methods involving human participation in VBR, while
detailing human-landing collections (catches) as a prime example. Benedict et al. (2018) continued this theme
with an overview of human participation and considerations for research that involves release of mosquito
vectors into the environment. In this study, we discuss another important aspect of human use in VBR activities:
considerations addressing studies that require an arthropod to feed on a live human host. Using mosquito studies
as our principal example, in this study, we discuss the tremendous importance and value of this approach to
support and allow study of a wide variety of factors and interactions related to our understanding of vector-borne
diseases and their control. This includes establishment of laboratory colonies for test populations, characterization
of essential nutrients that contribute to mosquito fitness, characterization of blood-feeding (biting) behavior and
pathogen transmission, parameterization for modeling transmission dynamics, evaluation of human host attraction
and/or agents that repel, and the effectiveness of antivector or parasite therapeutic drug studies.
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In this review, we refer to such investigations as vector
biology research (VBR). While the importance of this field of
study is obvious, until recently there were no guidelines for
assisting researchers in the use of humans in VBR either as
bloodmeal sources for arthropods, serving as host ‘‘attractants,’’ or as consenting recipients of drugs and/or components of drug therapies that may prevent vector biting or
survival. This document intends to provide a framework to
aid investigators, Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), and/or
relevant ethics committees, as well as funders in judging and
weighing the ethics, safety, and scientific merit of VBR requiring the use of human volunteers. This review is the third
part of a series of articles focused on VBR, each with objectives to offer considerations and assist VBR stakeholders
on the justification, utility, and value of specific VBR topics.
The objective of each article is to describe the specific VBR

Introduction

A

wide spectrum of pathogens transmitted by arthropods
(insects, ticks, and related animals) causes significant
human public health burdens globally. Among the most
important are mosquito-borne pathogens causing malaria,
arboviral infections such as yellow fever, dengue, chikungunya, West Nile, and Zika viruses, as well as a wide
range of tick-borne pathogens such as those responsible for
Lyme borreliosis, babesiosis, and viral hemorrhagic fevers.
Collectively, these infections are termed vector-borne diseases (VBDs). Research in both laboratory and field environments is essential to understand VBD transmission
and combat disease through effective treatment and develop preventative methods (i.e., drug chemoprophylaxis,
vaccines).
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topic, the associated risks, and provide a ‘‘living document’’
framework, from which updates can occur as VBR advances.
The framework is based on current United States federally
mandated regulations on the use of human subjects as guidance (45 CFR 46 https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/regulationsand-policy/regulations/45-cfr-46/index.html).
Beginning with Achee et al. (2015), an overview of human
participation in VBR and how these practices can be interpreted within the current U.S. regulatory framework was
presented. The authors focused specifically on the technique
of human landing collections for sampling mosquitoes as an
example of a commonly used experimental method. The
series continued with Benedict et al. (2018), which provided
guidance for evaluating the safety of experimental releases of
mosquitoes in the environment, with an emphasis on markrelease-recapture techniques and various considerations for
mitigating human risk. The purpose of our review is to provide information to stakeholders (academics, industry, funders) investigating VBD (with methods that involve
feeding/exposing mosquitoes (or other biting arthropods)
directly on/to humans to meet research objectives) and where
there is a lack of substandard alternative testing methods as
valid replacements for human use.
Why Is the Use of Humans in VBR for Arthropod
Blood Feeding Important?

Many of the most important arthropod species investigated
in VBR specialize or feed frequently on human blood. Most
of these relationships between arthropod vectors and humans
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have coevolved over many millennia. In some cases, more
recently vectors adapted behaviors resulting in a strong selectivity for human feeding. For example, the dengue mosquito vector, Aedes aegypti (L.), feeds frequently and
preferentially on humans (Scott et al. 1993). There is a selective physiological fitness advantage in A. aegypti having a
strong proclivity for ingesting human blood. When offered
alternative mammalian host blood, their reproduction and
survival are compromised (Harrington et al. 2001). Likewise,
when mosquitoes are offered human blood indirectly using an
artificial membrane feeding system (Fig. 1a) compared to
feeding on a human host directly, studies have shown nearly
50% reduction in egg production in female mosquitoes from
indirect human blood feeds (Harrington et al. 2001), meaning
that direct feeds may be required by investigators, dependent on
VBR objectives. While the mechanism for this significant boost
in mosquito fitness using human blood is unclear, it is likely due
to specific components of human blood chemistry and adaptations of the vector to a specific host species. This same host–
vector relationship is believed to drive anthropophagic (human
feeding) species of Anopheles (Takken and Verhulst 2013), the
mosquito genus responsible for transmitting human malaria.
In addition, human feeding is often critical for establishing
some mosquito laboratory colonies, when the initial generations from field-collected mosquitoes are reluctant to feed on
alternative live hosts or through artificial membrane feeding
systems (Foster 1980, Gerberg et al. 1994). Recent advances in
modified mosquito deployment for mosquito and mosquito
borne disease control have highlighted challenges when mass
rearing mosquitoes on artificial feeding systems. Ross et al.

FIG. 1. Typical human blood-feeding methods in vector biology research. (A) An artificial membrane feeder, (B) live host
feeding for blood components/fitness assay, (C) live host attractant used in repellent assay, (D) live host feeding for study of
vector-borne disease transmission dynamics (infectivity from host to vector, vector competence).
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(2019) evaluated the field performance of A. aegypti provided
blood naturally and artificially and found significant fitness
costs (reduced fertility, longer development time) and behavior (reduced host seeking) for those that had been maintained
on artificial feeding systems compared to live human hosts.
Other research that requires direct feeding or direct human
exposure includes studies of drug and vaccine efficacy, as
well as vector response to repellents. The rationale for continued use of humans for testing drugs or repellent compounds, either in the development phase or as final stage
product formulations, is that no current system can mimic the
full array of human host attraction cues (host-specific skin
emanations, heat, carbon dioxide, pigmentation, etc.) important for assessment purposes. After all, humans are the end
user of repellents, and how the product performs under natural conditions and user acceptability are primary considerations for product marketing. However, variation between
one human and another in regard to attraction to biting insects, ticks, and mites can confound testing and analysis if not
addressed by the study design.
The transmission dynamics of many important pathogens
such as malaria and dengue from humans to mosquitoes remains
poorly understood, as well as studies of natural mosquito feeding
behavior. Artificially provided infectious human bloodmeals
(e.g., through membrane feeding system) are generally inferior
to feeding mosquitoes directly on infected hosts (Graves et al.
1988, Bonnet et al. 2003, Diallo et al. 2008, Gaye et al. 2015,
Ross et al. 2019). In some cases, direct feeding on human hosts
has increased our understanding of the contribution and importance of subclinical infections to malaria transmission (Gaye
et al. 2015). Similar insights have been gained with dengue
viruses utilizing direct human feeding (Tan et al. 2016, Long
et al. 2019). Other applications for direct human feeding are with
evaluation of modification of mosquito feeding behavior
(Moreira et al. 2009, Amuzu et al. 2015). Moreira et al. (2009)
evaluated the probing (prefeeding behavior) and blood feeding
of Wolbachia infected A. aegypti on human hosts and found
significant decreases in the ability to blood feed efficiently
compared with wild-type mosquitoes. This information was
important to evaluating viability and arbovirus transmission risk
for their particular Wolbachia infected mosquito candidate.
Additional studies using direct feeding have contributed to our
understanding of mosquito host learning (Vinauger et al. 2018).
One important component of natural host feeding, as opposed to
artificial membrane feeds, is the inclusion of complex and varied
vector salivary molecules, which are known to enhance parasite
and virus transmission from arthropod vector to hosts by modulating the host immune response and increasing probability of
infection (reviewed by Schneider and Higgs 2008). The ability to
mimic this in artificial systems is invariably challenging, leading
to suboptimal interpretation of experimental results to ‘‘realworld’’ scenarios.
Therefore, research that investigates aspects of vector
blood-feeding physiology or behavior ideally requires use of
blood directly acquired from a live human host (Table 1).
Herein, we describe in more detail these types of studies.
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Table 1. Examples of Direct Feeding Requirements and Studies on Humans
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potentially more serious consequences due to significant allergic reactions or the possibility of contracting an infection
from the bite. Risk depends on the test platform (e.g.,
laboratory-controlled, semifield, or field conditions) and
trial circumstances (test species, biting densities, disease
endemicity).
Laboratory and semifield trial designs can mitigate much
of the risk using pathogen-free arthropod strains reared in the
insectary. In some cases, colony material may not exist or
colonization may greatly affect their blood-feeding behavior;
therefore, necessitating testing using natural (wild) populations. Doing so in areas with no disease potential is highly
preferred. Alternatively, immature stages can be collected
from the field and reared to adults, thereby eliminating the
potential transmission of most pathogens (e.g., malaria,
babesiosis), while other infectious agents (viruses in mosquitoes and viruses, bacteria, and rickettsia in ticks) have
varying ability to be vertically transmitted from mother to
offspring; thus, a substantial risk remains unless infections
are completely cleared from the test arthropods.
Types of Experiments/Studies Requiring Human
Blood Feeding
Establishing a vector population colony

Having consistent access to laboratory colonies is a requirement for many types of VBR. Often a researcher will
collect arthropods (mosquitoes, for example) from the field
environment from which the natural wild-type population is
endemic and transfer eggs or adults to insectary facilities to
establish a continuously sustained colony. This provides a
ready resource to test populations as needed for laboratory
experiments, as well as ensures closest resemblance of natural vector characteristics found in the wild for results interpretable to the natural environment where pathogens may
be circulating. Depending on the species, many successive
generations may be needed to be produced before the colony
population adapts to the artificial conditions of the laboratory
insectary, even in facilities with sophisticated climate and
lighting control regimens that are required to simulate natural
field conditions for promoting mating and normal development (Foster 1980, Gerberg et al. 1994). Blood is essential for
mosquito reproduction and, thus, essential for establishment
of a colony. Sometimes investigators are compelled to provide their own blood directly to early generation populations
to initiate colonization, thus ensuring that the nutrients and
essential blood proteins for ovarian follicle (egg) development are provided. Gradually, laboratory animal hosts (e.g.,
rabbits, guinea pigs, mice, chickens) and/or artificial feeding
systems can replace direct human feeds. Despite these efforts,
some vector species will fail to thrive or are problematic to
sustain as a long colonized strain without being provided
human blood from a live host.
Measurements of vector fitness

Life table studies are important approaches for assessing
vector fitness and survival under varying conditions to compare among groups. Analyses may consider egg production
(fecundity), successful egg hatch (fertility), and adult longevity (survival) to calculate R0 (reproductive rate) (MollerJacobs et al. 2014, Villarreal et al. 2018). These studies are
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essential to inform models estimating pathogen transmission
and, thus, human risk for VBD subsequently informing potential intervention targets (Villarreal et al. 2018). Life table
studies are also conducted to characterize pathogen transmission dynamics from human to vector (Carrington and
Simmons 2014). While human blood can be offered using
artificial feeding systems, with natural or artificial membranes, the proportion of specimens feeding on the membrane
and/or the bloodmeal volume ingested is often lower than
when specimens are fed directly on humans (Clements 2000).
With Anopheles mosquitoes, direct feeding studies on humans have contributed significantly to our knowledge of reproductive output, biting frequency, and feeding avidity
(Straif and Beier 1996, Gary and Foster 2001).
Evaluating new VBD drug and/or vaccine candidates

Feeding pathogen-infected vectors on consenting human
subjects is a highly effective method for testing drug and
vaccine efficacy. Usually vaccinated/or drug recipient volunteers are ‘‘challenged’’ with exposure to blood feeding
infectious vectors and then monitored for signs of infection.
This type of VBR has also been used to determine the risk of
feeding mosquitoes to become infected from feeding on humans that have received live-attenuated vaccine formulations
for arthropod-borne viruses (Bancroft et al. 1982) and/or
malaria vaccines (Epstein et al. 2007). Furthermore, there are
numerous malaria transmission-blocking vaccine candidates
in development that target various antigens on sexual-stage
parasites, from gametocytes found in human blood and ingested with the bloodmeal to zygotes that are only found in
the mosquito midgut, among others (Kapulu et al. 2015,
Burrows et al. 2017). So far, these vaccine candidates have
been developed and tested in malaria model animal systems
or antibodies have been made and tested for efficacy with
standardized or direct membrane feeding assays. At some
point in the development and testing of a vaccine it must
undergo human testing. Select drug and or vaccine candidates
selected to move forward in phase testing to include human
clinical trials must eventually demonstrate safety and efficacy through direct feeding on immunized human participants. To our knowledge, there are no substitutes (models or
systems) for the use of human volunteers to measure the
protective effects (efficacy) of a drug or vaccine intended to
protect against a VBD. Mathematical modeling, for instance,
can help guide drug and/or vaccine product development and
study design but cannot replace human testing whether under
artificial or natural infection challenge.
In the case of drugs, the development of ivermectin provides evidence of how both direct and indirect vector feeding
assays on humans have been critical in understanding and
characterizing the drug’s effect. Endectocidal drugs have
both antiparasitic effects on endoparasites such as helminths,
as well as antiarthropod effects against ectoparasites such as
scabies (Sarcoptes spp.) mites, blood-feeding lice and fleas,
and various biting dipteran flies, most notably mosquitoes.
Ivermectin is the first-in-class endectocidal drug being developed for malaria vector control because it is very well
tolerated in humans, and Anopheles mosquitoes have been
shown to be particularly sensitive to low concentrations of
ivermectin found in human blood following standard doses
administered for helminth control efforts.
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The initial published experiments testing ivermectin
against malaria vectors showed that survival time of several
Anopheles species was reduced when they blood fed on
treated rabbits (Iakubovich et al. 1989) and dogs (Jones et al.
1992, Gardner et al. 1993). Bockarie et al. (1999) collected
wild, human-blood fed Anopheles punctulatus Dönitz and
Anopheles koliensis Owen (both human malaria vectors)
from inside human-occupied houses in village where ivermectin mass drug administrations (MDA) were occurring for
helminth control and in untreated villages in Papua New
Guinea. Mosquitoes captured following MDA had significantly reduced survivorship compared to those captured before drug administration and those from untreated villages.
Laboratory experiments also demonstrated reduced survivorship of Anopheles farauti Laveran using direct mosquito
feeding assays performed on a human volunteer who ingested
ivermectin (Foley et al. 2000). Subsequently, others have
performed direct and indirect membrane feeding assays to
test ivermectin activity against various Anopheles and culicine species (Sylla et al. 2010, Chaccour et al. 2013, Ouedraogo et al. 2015, Sampaio et al. 2016).
The importance of direct human feeding experiments, as
opposed to spiking ivermectin into artificial bloodmeals [e.g.,
Kobylinski et al. (2010)], is that the drug is allowed to proceed through its natural pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic pathways that influence the fate and actions of
bioactive ingredients in the human before becoming available to the mosquito. As such, researchers have been able to
define the time range of lethal activity following oral administration of different doses, a crucial step for predicting
the effects of ivermectin dosing regimens on malaria transmission and disease control (Slater et al. 2014). Similarly,
natural ivermectin metabolism has been studied in the context
of the amount ingested by the mosquito, indicating that bioactive ivermectin metabolites may be acquired when it feeds on
subdermal capillaries as opposed to drug found in venous
whole blood (Nguyen et al. 2019). This is important because
people with a different metabolism or body-mass indices
(Ouedraogo et al. 2015) may be more or less lethal to biting
Anopheles, thus potentially affecting MDA strategies and the
efficacy of ivermectin as a malaria transmission control agent.
As ivermectin proceeds into final phase III and IV clinical trials
and possible acceptance and registration as a malaria control
tool, indirect and direct feeding assays will be essential for
gathering further evidence of its epidemiological and entomological effects across different conditions and target vector
species. Human feeding assays will also lay the framework for
studies to develop the next generation endectocidal/ectocidal
drugs with potential to control VBD transmission.
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pared to taking venous blood. Recently, Long et al. 2019 found
high acceptability by participants for directly feeding mosquitoes on dengue-infected human patients over intravenous
blood draws in Iquitos, Peru.
This approach can reveal the existence and diagnosis of
subpatent, chronic, and so-called cryptic infections, which
have gained greater interest in the control and potential
elimination of VBD. In addition, this approach can lead to a
greater understanding of infectious potential of a reservoir
host (Mondal et al. 2019), the determination of putative
reservoirs and vectors (species incrimination), and studies of
competence (pathogen development in vectors and transmissibility). The feeding on ‘‘clean,’’ pathogen-free
laboratory-reared arthropods greatly diminishes (for viruses),
if not eliminates (for most other pathogens), the risk of inadvertent transmission of a pathogen to a human.
Xenodiagnosis

Xenodiagnosis is a technique that has been utilized for over
a century and is still used today (Meiser and Schaub 2011). It is
a procedure whereby a pathogen-free, suitable, and susceptible
arthropod is allowed to directly blood feed on a human
(or other animal) with a suspected infection that cannot, or
with greater difficulty and uncertainly, be detected by more
standard means (e.g., microscopic examination, immunologically, molecular assays). After a requisite incubation period,
the vector is examined for evidence of infection acquired from
the patient. Alternatively, indirect xenodiagnoses involving
arthropods fed on venous blood in a membrane feeder is an
option that avoids direct contact with an arthropod. However,
membrane feeding may reduce the sensitivity for detection
compared to direct feeding due to handling and technique
procedures, as well as a variety of natural factors, related to the
host-parasite-vector relationship (Graves et al. 1988, Diallo
et al. 2008, Schneider and Higgs 2008, Tan et al. 2016, Long
et al. 2019). This procedure is primarily used in the clinical
setting, but has found important application in research environment as well. Diagnosis of infection with pathogens such as
Plasmodium spp. (malaria), arboviruses, Trypanosoma cruzi
(Chagas’ disease), Borrelia spp. (Lyme borreliosis), and various forms of Leishmania spp. (leishmaniasis) and others
(Bartonella, Onchocerca) has been investigated using this
method (Meiser and Schaub 2011). Arthropods that have
been/are used in xenodiagnoses include triatomine bugs (Reduviidae), phlebotomine sand flies (Psychodidae), body lice
(Pediculus humanus humanus- Phthiraptera), hard ticks (Ixodidae), and mosquitoes (Culicidae). In fact, any laboratoryreared arthropod can be used similarly.
Evaluation of repellents

Determining the infectious human reservoir
populations in endemic settings

Many studies in VBR aim to understand the human infectious reservoir of a particular disease and understand the force
of transmission of the infectious pathogen. These studies rely
on direct feeding of laboratory reared and test vectors on infected human hosts. Typically, a small carton or cage of
colony-reared mosquitoes is applied to the volunteer’s arm.
Mosquitoes are allowed to feed on the volunteer through mesh
netting. Although some volunteers may not consent to direct
human feeding, this method can be preferable to others com-

For repellent testing, human volunteers are essential as the
preferred mosquito attractant. The test chemical is applied directly on forearms or other parts of the body and is followed by
exposing these skin areas directly to live female mosquitoes.
Assessment of repellent actions in the field can also involve
human volunteers serving as natural attractive cues (‘‘bait’’) for
attracting mosquitoes. These experiments can involve protected volunteers, such as those sleeping under bed nets with
mechanical traps placed just outside of the net or unprotected
workers performing human-landing catches (HLC). The HLC
aspect of VBR and IRB considerations is covered in detail in
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Achee et al. (2015). In other designs, human collectors may
periodically aspirate mosquitoes from passive trapping designs
(e.g., bed net traps) (Silver 2008). Regardless, human volunteers and field workers, whether provided some form of personal protection or not, are exposed to some element of risk for
receiving potential bites and possibly infections during testing.
As with active ingredient and product development, mosquitoes have been the primary target group for repellent assays followed by acarines. Other studies have examined
biting flies of disease and nuisance importance (black flies,
sand flies, biting gnats, horse/deer flies, stable flies, and
others) (Buescher et al. 1987, Debboun et al. 2014). The use
of human volunteers for the study of repellent activity against
different arthropods has been the overwhelming method of
choice and the general ‘‘gold standard’’ in practice. Risk
depends on the test platform (e.g., laboratory-controlled,
semifield, or field conditions) and trial circumstances (test
species, biting densities, disease endemicity). There are
several alternative methods that have been used for screening
and comparison testing of repellent compounds, including
nonhuman animal models (Barnard 2005), in vitro screening
systems (Grieco et al. 2005), olfactometers (Barnard 2005),
excito-repellency test chamber systems (Chareonviriyaphap
et al. 2002), and compounds that mimic human host cues
(Klun et al. 2005) that had been found useful without the need
of a human host. Although the use of human volunteers is an
important, if not essential, part of repellent development,
exploration of alternative, nonhuman test systems should
continue (Tisgratog et al. 2016). In the interim, all available
methods, including the prudent use of humans, should be
considered applicable based on objectives while ensuring the
utmost protection of humans and animals.
Repellent products are a relatively inexpensive and a
practical means of personal protection against nuisance and
disease vector arthropods (Curtis et al. 1987, Gupta and
Rutledge 1994, Debboun et al. 2014). Appropriate selection
of repellents applied to skin or impregnated on clothing can
provide significant protection from the majority of biting
arthropods (Schreck and McGovern 1989, Drapeau et al.
2009, Lupi et al. 2013). Efforts continue toward discovery of
new repellent synthetic and natural-based botanical (essential
oils) active ingredients, while improved formulations enhance protection efficacy and persistence (Gupta and Rutledge 1989, Trongtokit et al. 2005, Witting-Bissinger et al.
2008, de Boer et al. 2010, Maia and Moore 2011). To do so,
novel compounds are sequentially screened for repellent
activity and safety characteristics (Chen-Hussey et al. 2014,
Debboun et al. 2014). Overwhelmingly, repellency of mosquitoes, mites, and ticks are the primary target arthropods.
The preferred experimental designs to measure arthropod
response to repellents, although varying somewhat in procedure based on the arthropod, analysis, and interpretation,
share one general commonality—the prevailing use of human
volunteers exposed to live blood-feeding arthropods (BarZeev and Ben-Tamar 1971, Shreck 1977, Gupta and Rutledge
1989, Klun and Debboun 2000, Dautel 2004, Barnard 2005,
Debboun et al. 2014). Information on performance test
guidelines for insect repellents applied to human skin is
available from the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) (OCSPP-EPA 2010). This document covers
protection of human subjects in research, informed consent,
use of an IRB process, adherence to good laboratory practice
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standards, standardized terminology, definitions, and other
topics. This is one of a series of ‘‘harmonized’’ EPA test
guidelines established by the Office of Chemical Safety and
Pollution Prevention (OCSPP) for use when testing pesticides and chemical substances to develop data for submission
to various federal agencies. For example, across all guidelines, certain vulnerable groups should not be used in repellent testing, such as pregnant and nursing women or children
due to potential exposure to repellent active ingredients.
In addition, the World Health Organization (WHO) has
provided guidelines on specific procedures, analysis, and criteria for efficacy testing and evaluation of mosquito repellents
applied to human skin (WHO 1996, 2009). It applies for laboratory studies, field trials, and the evaluation of active ingredients used in repellent products, including the estimation
of effective dosing, ‘‘protection time’’ (end point) analysis,
methods to determine application rate, efficacy, effectiveness,
and persistence of formulated products. All human testing
involves the use of informed and consenting human volunteers
for exposing treated or untreated arms to repellent product or
alternative. These guidelines were based on references having
used human volunteers as the ‘‘standard’’ assessment procedure (Rutledge et al. 1985, 1989, Costantini et al. 2004).
As with mosquitoes, repellents applied to skin and clothing
can contribute to a high degree of personal protection against
tick and mite attack. Available bioassays have been grouped
into three categories (1) use of live hosts, (2) use of a tick
attractant associated with hosts, or (3) no attractants (Dautel
2004). The choice between designs must balance between need
for test standardization, cost and time required to conduct tests,
and ability to extrapolate findings for forecasting the efficacy of
a compound or product under practical normal conditions.
Many studies for assessing compounds for repellent activity
against tick species have used human volunteers (McMahon
et al. 2003, Pretorius et al. 2003, Carroll et al. 2005, Jensenius
et al. 2005, Jaenson et al. 2006, Schwantes et al. 2008, Bissinger
et al. 2011); fortunately, tick behavior provides some biosafety
when conducting direct exposure studies in that ticks often
spend a variable amount of time crawling on the host before
attempting to bite. This crawling behavior is advantageous for
testing repellents. Therefore, testing procedures measure tick
movement, when moving away from a repellent-treated surface
(e.g., skin or clothing); this is considered a protective outcome.
Moreover, the process of biting and the transmission of some
pathogenic agents (e.g., Babesia, rickettsiae, borrelia) through
salivary secretions (or regurgitation) are generally much slower
than seen in biting flies, thus affording a reduction in infection
risk if avoiding prolonged attachment of the tick (Eisen 2018).
However, other agents such as viruses are transmitted almost
instantaneously upon biting (Ebel and Kramer 2004); thereby,
extreme caution should be taken when working with potential
vectors of these pathogens.
When Does a Human Feeding Study Constitute
Human Subjects Research Versus an Occupational
Health/Biohazard Risk?

With all the VBR methods described here, careful consideration is necessary for assessing potential health risks to
the humans involved. Whether an investigator can participate
as a source of human blood in VBR is often regulated at an
institutional level rather than by funding agencies. This can
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be further complicated when collaborations occur between
two institutions that have different regulatory policies, requiring the two IRBs to work together and/or enter into a
Reliance Agreement. For researchers based in the United
States, multiple federal agencies follow the Federal Policy for
the Protection of Human Subjects (‘‘Common Rule’’). The
Office for Human Rights protection (OHRP) provides leadership and guidance for all PHS agencies (https://www.hhs
.gov/ohrp/) with detailed information, education, and guidance. For more detailed discussion on whether volunteers are
defined as ‘‘subjects’’ of human research, please refer to
figure 3 in Achee et al. (2015). Many IRBs in the United
States will follow the OHRP and NIH definition of human
subjects research https://grants.nih.gov/policy/humansubjects/
research.htm As a consequence, they will not consider direct
feeding of an arthropod vector on a human as a human subjects research activity that requires IRB approval. This is
conditional that no individual data on humans are collected.
However, it is recommended that investigators submit protocols having human-feeding components to their respective
IRB for determination whether the proposed study should be
reviewed as human subjects research, referred to other regulatory committees for review (Institutional Biosafety Committee, Occupational Medicine, or Biosafety), or deemed
exempt. In addition, IRBs typically have useful templates and
recommendations for informing study participants and obtaining informed consent, if required. In cases of humans
participating in VBR as ‘‘vector hosts,’’ all volunteers are
considered ‘‘subjects.’’ Documentation of voluntary informed
consent must be provided with a full understanding of the
goals, objectives, and nature of the study being undertaken and
all possible risks associated with participating. All volunteers
must be afforded the ability to remove themselves from the
study at any time, regardless of reason, and without prejudice
or adverse repercussions for doing so.
Foremost, as best as possible, no harm should come to the
human volunteers; all risks should be minimized and be
manageable at all times. For example, direct contact with
biting mosquitoes, ticks, or other biting arthropods (e.g.,
triatomine ‘‘kissing’’ bugs) can sometimes lead to unusually
severe or prolonged allergic reactions (i.e., anaphylaxis) to
salivary gland proteins. In some cases, these can result in
prolonged or severe reactions (Huang et al. 2018). Furthermore, although every attempt for eliminating infection
risks specific to a location should be taken, in some cases, a
volunteer may be exposed to a disease agent, whether or not
directly related to participating in the study itself. If that
occurs, the study must be fully prepared to respond quickly
and effectively for the medical benefit of the volunteer.
Arthropod colonies used in feeding experiments should be
periodically screened using specific molecular-based detection methods to target probable human pathogens and
confirmed disease free before experimental use with human
volunteers. For pathogens that are not maintained in the
arthropod from one generation to another (vertical transmission) and/or between life stages (transstadial transmission), researchers can consider using immature stages
reared to adults or first-generation progeny from fieldcollected individuals. However, those pathogens that can
potentially be maintained through vertical and/or transstadial transmission in colony should be screened for infections before use to ensure human volunteer safety. It is
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Table 2. Summary Points and Considerations
for the Use of Human Blood Feeding
and Arthropod Exposure in Vector
Biology Research
Summary points
 Direct and indirect feeding on human volunteers is and
remains an important tool in vector-borne disease
research.
 Several types of studies are important for VBR.
 Until recently there were no clear recommendations to
guide researchers in the use of human participants as
bloodmeal sources, host ‘‘attractants,’’ or antivector
molecule recipients in VBR.
 Here we explain why there is no viable substitute for
human volunteers in some areas of research, including the
value of this approach to study the fitness contribution of
nutrients in blood, biting behavior and pathogen
transmission, as well as benefit to investigations of human
host attraction or agents that repel, and antivector or
parasite therapeutic drug studies.
VBR, vector biology research.

essential that researchers work closely with all regulatory
offices that reflect investigators institutions, as well as field
settings, where VBR activity will be performed. Often the
regulatory review process and approvals are obtained from
the researcher’s institution and other institutions associated
with different study investigators, as well as the regulatory
body, where the VBR activity is to occur. Decision trees are
available at https://www.niaid.nih.gov/grants-contracts/
decision-trees-human-subjects and can guide investigators
and regulatory bodies when addressing the risks and benefits
of using humans in VBR.
What Are the Risks and How to Mitigate Risk?

Ensuring that human volunteers are fully informed of the
procedures and potential associated risk is essential for
blood-feeding studies. Screened subjects who know that they
have significant and prolonged allergic reactions to arthropod
bites should be excluded from feeding studies. In addition,
vectors should be screened for pathogens before beginning
and periodically during the study. This is particularly important for field collected adult mosquitoes, nymphal/adult
stage ticks, and other arthropods that may have acquired a
pathogen through prior natural blood feeding. Mosquitoes
collected as immature stages should be tested for pathogens
that might be vertically transmitted (from female to offspring). For drug efficacy testing, careful medical monitoring
of subjects for adverse reactions is essential.
Any additional protections for volunteers who are research
staff should be followed whenever possible given the potential uneven power structure between principal investigators and staff. IRBs will want to ensure that subjects are not
exploited. They may require adding a clause in the consent
form stating that ‘‘volunteers can refuse to participate at any
time without repercussions.’’
Conclusions

Use of humans in VBR carries elements of inherent risk,
from minor probability to more significant probabilities of
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occurrence depending on the research activity and innate
characteristics of the human volunteer. The primary objective
is to minimize or mitigate those risks to the lowest degree
possible without compromising the study objectives. Even
under very minimal risk scenarios, the total number of volunteers required to ensure statistical integrity of the study
should be purposefully kept to a minimum. Depending on the
study objectives, acceptable alternatives may be found that
do not require the use of direct human exposure to biting
arthropods. Reaching ‘‘equivalency’’ between human and
surrogate methods for measuring arthropod responses to
humans has been a long-term goal (Shreck 1977).
In this review, we have described a number of ways direct
feeding on human volunteers is essential for VBR (Table 2).
The types of experiments and goals of these studies are
varied; however, they have led to unprecedented new information and advancements in our understanding of human risk
and control of vector borne diseases. Despite this, considerations on protection, risks, and regulatory assurances must be
integrated into VBR that include direct human feeds. Until
the day we have a perfected substitute for the human host
requirement in VBR, continued investments must be supported to identify equivalent biological models to replace
humans although without sacrificing data validity.
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